PRESS RELEASE

Versatile Security and SSL Europa Announce Partnership
Versatile Security and SSL Europa announce a partnership to offer the next generation smart
card management systems, vSEC:CMS, to the French & Middle East market.
Stockholm, Sweden, November 12th, 2012 – Versatile Security Sweden AB announces a partnership
with SSL Europa, France. Through the partnership, the market leading smart card management system
vSEC:CMS T-Series from Versatile Security is offered to SSL Europa’s customers as part of their s-Log
product offering.
“The challenge for implementation of easy to use strong authentication solutions in an organization is a
permanent concern. This partnership is a great opportunity for our customers to benefit of a welldesigned smartcard interface management offering the best flexibility. We are proud to integrate in our
portfolio the Versatile Security offer to strengthen our value proposal,” said Jean-Marie Giraudon, CEO,
SSL Europa
“We are excited about the opportunity to work with such a competent and well established company as
SSL Europa. During the Gitex Technology Week in Dubai, where both companies participated, the high
potential for vSEC:CMS in the region where SSL Europa operates was obvious. With this partnership,
Versatile Security will further strengthen its position in the French and Middle East market and the
partnership also creates a very attractive combined offer,” said Joakim Thorén, CEO, Versatile Security.

It is easy to see that the confidentiality of the information, traceability of dematerialized documents provided
on the Web, understanding of who is allowed to do what is increasingly difficult to maintain, and that
cybercrime is constantly increasing. Therefore, these findings become everyone's concern. “Including the CMS
offer of Versatile in our value proposal will strengthen the security for strong authentication application and
deliver a better flexibility for credential management. It is a real asset for our customers and this will improve
the image of our top class security services company,” said Jean-Marie Giraudon CEO of SSL-Europa

About SSL Europa
SSL Europa is specialized to secure dematerialized environment. The company offer security for servers
and client strong authentication, The electronic signature and traceability of digital documents complete
the value .True to its reputation for high quality company in the field of cryptography and electronic
signature, Keynectis entrusted Europa SSL the marketing of its certificates, with quality and monitoring
standards and high quality services for its customers. Since its inception in early 2010, SSL Europa
wanted to make the Web a universe of trust. This requires the creation of security systems on the Internet.

About Versatile Security
Versatile Security is a leading IT solutions provider in the identity and access management space with
focus on easy deployment of smart cards with innovative smart card management systems. The
company’s customers are typically organizations that demand high security and ease of use. State of the
art solutions enable the customers to securely authenticate, issue and manage user credentials, such as
smart cards, more cost efficiently than other solutions on the market.
Versatile Security’s mission is to provide solutions that are affordable and easy to integrate, thus allowing
organizations of all sizes to implement high levels of security. First class support, maintenance, and
training is also offered. Customers include: HSBC, Tieto, Centric, Raiffeisenbank, TradeRiver, European
Commission, Svensk Exportkredit and IKEA.
The products and services can be bought and delivered worldwide by use of an extensive reseller network
and through the Versatile Security web site: http://versatilesecurity.com
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